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Loadtec Marine Loading Arms bring together
the latest thinking in Marine Arm design, with
efficient and cost effective European
production. Loadtec compete with low costs
that can be realised as massive savings to the
customer.
Loadtec utilises the pantograph link design to
provide high quality and robust arms ranging
from 4” to 20”. Apart from the standard
temperature range, Loadtec can supply arms
that operate at 196oC or + 200oC.
A unique feature to the Loadtec Marine
Loading Arm is the ability to change the 1st and
2nd swivel in-situ, without dismantling the arm.
This is an important feature which saves many
hours and cost over the lifetime of the arm.
Loadtec also has its own Double Ball Valve
Emergency Release system which is installed in
the vertical leg.
Loadtec Hydraulic Control Systems are
manufactured in Western Europe under our
control and incorporate mainstream and
recognised components.
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WITH DBV-ERC & HYDRAULIC
QCDC

WITH DBV-ERC & MANUAL
QCDC

WITH HYDRAULIC QCDC ONLY

The Loadtec ERS and QCDC are built at our dedicated manufacturing facility and
incorporate a number of features to ensure reliable and safe disconnection from the ship
in the event of an emergency.

The Loadtec hydraulic QCDC has elastic push-rods with
closure in the over-centre position (with a sensor if
required) and it is not affected by fatigue or extended
usage.
The centering guides perfectly align the coupler during
connection to the manifold flange.
All clamps are equi-spaced and operate
simultaneously.

Complete and safe control of the Marine Arm(s) is
absolutely vital. The Loadtec control system is designed
to provide the recognised fail safe features along with
outstanding levels of clarity and ergonomics for the
operator. Monitoring systems provide easy to read and
interact with, for the most challenging environments.

Loadtec provides a positive and easy-to-do-business-with environment. If your facilities are
being upgraded or renewed and you want a modern, future-proof design from a
responsive and reliable supplier, then please give Loadtec a call. See how we can help
you to provide a cost effective, quality solution.
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